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Sunnytek Solar offers a range of modern high quality EU brand led lamps fulfilling high EU demands in 
energi saving and life time. 

Lamps also have the high demand in good 
visible spectra and are clear white or warm 
white. Color temperature and reliability is far 
from low cost China lamps and no lamps are 
blue violet in color and makes a pleasant light 
in the area. This is called color rendering index 
CRI
Efficiency is very 
good and eco 
friendly and saves 
high costs in 
electrical costs. 
Often we give more 
light flux at 30% less 
energy combined 
with pleasant light 
color than Asian 

alternatives. 
EU have highest demands in Eco friendly lamps combined with high efficiency 
demands and we fulfill all rules here.
Return of investment and large savings. ROI . In the tropical parts of the earth 
often electricity is very costly and by using a high efficiency lamps the return of 
investment is short ande often less 1 year com pared to older style Fluorescent 
and LED lamps.

Lamps we can offer are of following designs
* Socket lamps with E14 and E 27 sockets that are 

the most common models.
* LED tubes T5 / T8 designs 600 mm, 900 mm 

1200 mm and 1500 mm length.
* Projector lamps / outdoor lamps used to 

illuminate specific areas and objects.
* Street lamps using grid electricity but also 

integrated solar panels and battery units.
* Court yard lamps and facade lamps.
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* Socket based high efficiency led lamps.   These lamps have an EU brand like IKEA / Philips, or 
Osram. All fulfill high EU demands in efficiency and color spectra and test results. Most fluorescent lamps 
have an optical efficiency of about 60 Lumen /W. CRI is about 60. Low cost led lapps offren have around 
100 Lumen / Efficiency at cold light and an CRI at around 70.

Model E27/470 / 2700      E27 socket led lamp.
Illumination field.  360 degree all around
Color temperature.   2700 K pure opal white
Optical output 470 Lumen  
Electrical consumption of 3.4 W
Optical efficiency  138 Lumen / W
CRI 80 natural light
Life time expectancy 25000 hours
Energy class D

Model E27/806 / 2700      E27 socket led lamp.
Illumination field.  360 degree all around
Color temperature.   2700 K pure opal white
Optical output 806 Lumen
Electrical consumption of 5.9 W
Optical efficiency  136 Lumen / W
CRI 80 natural light
Life time expectancy 25000 hours
Energy class D

Model E27/ 1521 / 2700      E27 socket led lamp.
Illumination field.  360 degree all around
Color temperature.   2700 K pure opal white
Optical output 1521 Lumen
Electrical consumption of 9,5 W
Optical efficiency  160 Lumen / W
CRI 80 natural light
Life time expectancy 25000 hours
Energy class C

Model E14/ 1521 / 2700      E27 socket led lamp.
Illumination field.  360 degree all around
Color temperature.   2700 K pure opal white
Optical output 250 Lumen
Electrical consumption of 1,8 W
Optical efficiency  139 Lumen / W
CRI 80 natural light
Life time expectancy 25000 hours
Energy class C

E27 sockets are 27 mm in diameter and E 14 sockets  
are 14 mm in diameter. Most lamps are made by IKEA Sweden.
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Roof lamps/ garden lamps.           This is a new design that is mounted on 
a pole / wall or a wire. It uses new generation of highest efficiency led 
emitters t offer a lamp with 190Lumen / W in light flux efficiency. Colour 
temperature is normally 4000 K. Models are.
70 W with       13 300 Lumen light flux
110 W with     20 900 Lumen light flux
150W with      28600 Lumen  right flux
Colour temperature available  4000 K standard and  3000 K , 5000 K and 5700 K optional with about same 
specifications.
Optical illumination field  60, 90 and 120 degree field of view.
Housing is casted aluminium with black powder paint.

Solar street lamps   with integrated solar panel, battery and 
lamp unit.  These lamps are not a low cost China solution 
but is designed in Germany with EU quality demands. 
Lamps are available from 20 W power to 100 W output.
OIne key design difference is we have a Li-FE-PO battery in 
a separate outside cooled box that improve the life time a lit. 
Normal designs often use Li-Polymer battery and have a 1-2 
years life time while we offer typical 7 years with zero 
service and maintenance.

LED tubes are a very common light source and we have now a new 
design that is high efficient 200 Lumen/W combined with high and low 
power. We have the common length combinations with high quality white 
light at a color temperature of 4000 K and 5000 K. One example is the 8 
W led tube offers a  light flux of 2588 Lumen in lab tests. 
T 5 and T8 models are available.  CRI is typical 80 equal to a good 
quality color balance. Lite time expectancy is over 80 000 hours.

These tubes are electrically feeded on one side only and needs no igniter. 
This may some old design housings needing a modified wiring that is not 
a large issue for an electrician
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Back lit high efficiency led panels.    This design is common in offices and GOV buildings and gives a 
good shadow free light as surfaces of lamps are large. We propose to use180Lumen n/ W models as costs in. 
Saved electricity will be very high over time. Various models and combinations are available.
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